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1 Introduction

When applied to multiobjective combinatorial optimization problems defined
in terms of Pareto optimality, local search algorithms return a set of non-
dominated solutions that approximate the Pareto optimal set. Several of these
algorithms consist of two main steps [1, 6, 9, 12]. In the first step, optimal or
approximate solutions with respect to several scalarizations of the objective
function vector are obtained; then, in the second step, non-dominated solu-
tions are searched with respect to some neighborhood. Obviously, the success
of such algorithms strongly depends on how close are high quality solutions
in the solution space with respect to the neighborhood chosen.

In this paper, we report and interpret some statistics collected on clusters

of approximate non-dominated solutions for two multiobjective combinatorial
optimization problems in order to provide more insight into potentially suc-
cessful search strategies for those problems. Informally, a cluster is defined
here as a set of solutions that are reachable from each other by applying k

elementary moves with respect to a given neighborhood. We then compute the
percentage of solutions in the clusters, as well as the number of clusters, for
different k. This analysis is performed on several instances of the biobjective
traveling salesman problem (BTSP) and the biobjective quadratic assignment
problem (BQAP) for various sizes and different features. The set of solutions
examined here are taken from the union of a large set of solutions returned by
many runs of several high-performing stochastic local search algorithms for
these problems described in [11].
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2 Clusters of Non-dominated Solutions

For this analysis, we extend the notion of efficient graph given in [5] by in-
troducing a distance δ that corresponds to the minimum number of solutions
that must be visited in order to reach a solution u from a solution v, ac-
cording to a given neighborhood structure N . Given a set of non-dominated
solutions for some problem instance and a distance function δ, let Gk = (V, E)
be a graph where V corresponds to the set of non-dominated solutions and
an edge in E connects u and v if δ(u, v) ≤ k, u, v ∈ V . Then, a cluster of
non-dominated solutions at distance k is a connected component of Gk. Intu-
itively, given a single solution in a cluster, a local search may reach any of the
solutions inside the cluster by moving through non-dominated solutions that
are at a maximum distance of k.

Several statistics can then be collected for several values of k. Examples are
the number of clusters and the percentage of the total number of solutions in
clusters. Note that for these statistics to be interesting for algorithms like those
of [1, 6, 9, 12], resulting singleton graphs are not taken into account in these
statistics. In this paper, we collect these statistics for various instance classes
of the BTSP and the BQAP. For both problems, solutions are represented as
permutations and usual k-exchange neighborhoods can be applied. In order to
judge the level of clustering present in the various instance classes, we compare
the resulting statistics to those that would be observed if the solutions were
distributed uniformly at random in the search space. To do so, we generated
10 000 random permutations for each instance size and measured the resulting
minimum, mode, and maximum of the distribution of distance values (pairwise
distances measured among the generated solutions); if the number of observed
clusters drops down near the mode, this would suggest that the approximate
solutions are scattered randomly in the solution space, which, intuitively, can
be seen as a disadvantage for the local search algorithms mentioned above.

2.1 The Biobjective TSP

In the biobjective Traveling Salesman Problem (BTSP) are given n cities
and a distance vector in N2 for each pair of cities. The goal is to find a set
of Hamiltonian tours that is minimal with respect to the notion of Pareto
optimality. This problem is known to be NP-hard since its single objective
version is also NP-hard [14].

In the single objective version case, most local search algorithms are based
on the k-edge-exchange neighborhoods, where two solutions are neighbored if
they differ in at most k edges. Hence, we base our distance measure also
on these neighborhoods. Unfortunately, for these neighborhoods the exact
distance cannot be computed efficiently. For example, in the case of the 2-edge-
exchange neighborhood the problem of determining the minimum distance
between two solutions corresponds to the problem of sorting a permutation

by the minimum number of reversals, which is known to be NP-hard [4].
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Fig. 1. Average number of non-dominated solutions in the BTSP instances.

Therefore, we use the number of different edges between tours, which is an
approximation of the exact distance between tours; for example, in the case
of the 2-edge-exchange neighborhood, this measure is in the worst case twice
the minimum distance.

The BTSP studied in this article is defined by two distance matrices. Here,
we examined BTSP instances of 100, 300 and 500 cities where we have chosen
the two distance matrices so as to have three different classes of instances: (i)
both are random Euclidean matrices (Eucl), (ii) both are random distance
matrices (RDM), and (iii) one is a random Euclidean and the other is a random
distance matrix (Mix).3

The plot of Figure 1 shows the average number of non-dominated solutions
found for each type and size of instance. Interestingly, the results indicate an
increasing difference between the number of solution produced in (Eucl) and
(RDM) instances as the instance size grows.

Some results of the analysis are presented in the plots of Figure 2. Given are
the average number of clusters on the left axis, represented by solid lines and
filled symbols, and on the right axis the average percentage of the total number
of solutions in clusters, represented by dashed lines and empty symbols, for an
instance of size 300 (top plot) and one of size 500 (bottom plot); the results on
the instances with 100 cities are very similar. The squares, triangles and circles

3 See [7] for a detailed explanation about the different kinds of TSP instances.
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Fig. 2. Number of clusters and solutions in clusters for two BTSP instances.

indicate Eucl, RDM and Mix instances, respectively. In addition, we indicate
the minimum, the mode and the maximum distance found among all pairs of
random permutations by the first, second and third dashed vertical line in the
plot (visible at the right of each plot), respectively.

The most striking observation is the difference between the range of dis-
tance values between random permutations and those resulting from the
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BTSP instances; while almost all solutions of the latter are concentrated in
large clusters with less than one third of the maximum distance, for random
permutations the minimum distance between any two tours is about 95% of
the maximally possible distance, as indicated by the leftmost vertical line.
Hence, we can clearly conclude that approximate solutions to these BTSP
instances are strongly clustered. Interestingly, we also see for small values of
k some differences in the number of clusters among the three instance types.
The tendency is that there is a lower number of clusters in RDM instances than
in the other types of instances; this effect could be due to the lower number
of solutions we have found in RDM instances.

2.2 The Biobjective QAP

The quadratic assignment problem is commonly described as an assignment
of a set of n facilities to n locations such that the sum of the products of
the flow among each pair of facilities by the distance between their assigned
locations is minimized. Here we took the biobjective model introduced in [8]
which consists of two flow matrices but always keeps the same distance matrix.

In the k-exchange neighborhoods for the BQAP, two solutions are neigh-
bored if they differ in the assignment of at most k facilities to locations. The
distance considered between each pair of observed solutions in the BQAP case
is the minimum number of swaps of two assignments of a facility to a location,
which can be computed efficiently [2, 13]. We generated instances of three dif-
ferent sizes (25, 50 and 75 locations/facilities) and three different values for
the correlation between flow matrices (0.75, 0.0, -0.75), which translates into
certain correlations between the objectives. In addition, unstructured and
structured distance and flow matrices were considered; the instance generator
for structured instances imposes clusters between locations on the distance
matrix and null entries on the flow matrices. Additionally, the non-zero en-
tries of the flow matrices show a strongly skewed distribution, with high values
occurring rarely. In the unstructured instances, the entries of the distance and
the two flow matrices are generated according to a uniform distribution in the
range [0, 99].

The average number of non-dominated solutions found for each correlation
value and size of instance are given in the two plots of Figure 3 for unstruc-
tured (top) and structured (bottom) instances. Note that the correlation has
a strong effect on the number of solutions for unstructured instance, that is,
the lower the correlation, the larger is the number of solutions returned. This
observation is consistent with other results in the literature, such as in [10]
for the multiobjective shortest path problem. However, this effect is weaker
in structured instances, which might be due to the presence of structure in
the input data. Interestingly, the number of solutions obtained in structured
instances is larger than those in unstructured instances.

The results of our analysis are given in the two plots of Figure 4 for un-
structured (top) and structured (bottom) instances of size 50; the information
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Fig. 3. Average number of non-dominated solutions in unstructured (top) and struc-
tured (bottom) BQAP instances.

given is analogous to the BTSP case. The geometric symbols indicate different
degrees of correlation between the flow matrices. Once again, the observations
are similar for different sizes.

The curves indicate a very different pattern from those observed for the
BTSP. For instance, the degree of clustering of approximate solutions is much
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Fig. 4. Number of clusters and solutions in clusters for unstructured (top) and
structured BQAP (bottom) instances.

smaller for the BQAP instances than for the BTSP instances, as it is indi-
cated by the much lower percentage of solutions in clusters and the much
slower decrease of the number of clusters. Moreover, the differences between
the unstructured and structured BQAP instances are rather large. While for
the structured BQAP instances, the shapes of the curves have some similar-
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ities to those for the BTSP, for the unstructured instances the very strong
decrease in the number of clusters within the range of distances found be-
tween random permutations (most clearly visible for the instances with 0.75
and 0.0 correlation) is striking. In fact, this means that for unstructured in-
stances there are approximate solutions that are quite far away from each
other with respect to the neighborhood chosen. In addition, especially on the
unstructured instances, the correlation between the flow matrices used when
generating the instances strongly affects the number of clusters.

3 Discussions and Conclusions

The experimental results obtained by Borges and Hansen [3] on the BTSP,
though for a more limited number and type of instances, match the results
observed in this article: approximate solutions for this problem are typically
clustered with respect to the well-known 2-edge-exchange neighborhood. Dif-
ferently, the results obtained for the BQAP indicate that the structure of the
input data plays an important role on the degree of clustering of approxi-
mate solutions. In fact, several statistics on the input data, such as the flow
dominance, change considerably with the presence or lack of structure [8].
Therefore, it is expected that the level of clustering might change as well.

This analysis also suggests that stochastic local search algorithms should
use different general-purpose search strategies for different problems and for
different instance features. For instance, the number of solutions collected for
Euclidean BTSP instances and for structured BQAP instances indicates that
local search algorithms for those problems should forcedly use an archive of
bounded size.

Moreover, exploring extensively non-dominated solutions close to approx-
imate solutions for scalarizations of the objective function vector, as per-
formed in [1, 6, 9, 12], seems to be more appropriate for the BTSP under the
2-exchange neighborhood than for the BQAP. In fact, these results explain
the good performance of the simple approach proposed in [12] on benchmark
instances of the BTSP.

Finally, we remark that, despite the theoretical interest of this topic, the
type of analysis reported in this article helps algorithm designers in identifying
the algorithmic strategies that should be used if the real-life input data has
certain features. For the specific case of the BQAP, both, the correlation
between flow matrices and the structure of the input data, can be easily
detected. Similarly, Euclidean distances are easy to detect for the case of the
BTSP. In many cases, the instance features will arise almost naturally from
the problem formulation. For example, if the BQAP arises from the task of
allocating facilities to locations in a new building for a hospital, where the flow
of doctors and the flow of nurses between facilities must be taken into account,
one should expect that there should be a positive correlation between the two
flow matrices. An example for the BTSP consists on planning a sightseeing
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tour where both distance and cost are two objectives to minimize; the distance
matrix is Euclidean whereas the cost matrix is usually not.
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